
Planet Medic  

Environmental and Social Responsibility Statement 

It’s impossible to take only photographs and leave nothing but footprints as the very nature of travel 

means we will have an impact in some form or another however it is our responsibility to ensure 

that when we impact the cultures and communities we visit, that we try to ensure that our impact is 

positive. 

Culture / Social 

The failure by travellers to show respect can have negative effects on the relationship between local 

cultures and transient visitors for years after a visit and yet simple small acts of generosity can lead 

to lasting joy in ways that the same traveller could never observe. This is a very important concept to 

be aware of however there is a more to responsible travel than just being friendly.  

Planet Medic has a duty of care to our participants and to our local hosts to act in ways that promote 

a positive impact from the placement opportunities. As an organisation we place professional medics 

in foreign communities and utilise local providers to assist. but we treat everyone with the same 

respect, fairness and integrity. We dedicate time in planning and resourcing to minimize the impacts 

of our operations on communities and the environment whilst maximising positive growth in these 

areas. We engage  small operators with proven safety standards to support our participants and we 

find by utilising small locally owned businesses the level of care that they put in is unparalleled and 

the service delivered is a higher standard for our you, our participants.  

Environment 

Planet Medic builds personal relationships with smaller EMS companies and people so our 

participants benefit from the pleasure of dealing with dedicated local operators. These operators are 

very aware of their own impact on the environment they are sharing with you and understand the 

importance of sustainable tourism to ensure ongoing opportunities. Wherever possible we engage 

public transport and avoid the tourist only options.  

In areas of poorer sanitation our participants are encouraged to purify water as opposed to buying 

plastic bottles that create landfill. We only utilise reusable eating utensils and make a real attempt to 

discontinue products with excess packaging.   By reducing the waste generated from our operations 

we are assisting to protect whilst advocating for the environment. 

So that’s it, as a medical placement company we believe that we have a real responsibility to ensure 

that our operations , literature and promotions convey a respect to the people and afford everyone 

the dignity they deserve.  

We aim to educate participants about the realities of life in the countries they visit to assist in 

reducing barriers between locals and visitors and we feel this will only enhance our ideologies and 

bring about a positive impact. 
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